Our Service
to Enhance Your Cyber
Security Needs
Since the business critical systems by its nature are “ON” all of the time and the increasingly
connected world makes you open your organization to everything and more, we are ON IT

UnderDefense made a commitment to help businesses plan, build and run
successful high quality Cyber Security Programs. Our defence and offence teams,
talented and professional cyber security experts partner with enterprise-class
organizations to provide a full package of Cyber Security services and
solutions that help and make businesses, governments and other institutions
to operate much more successfully nowadays, when the world is under every
minute attack.
In this overall connected world UnderDefense’s unique approach, dedicated
professional teams, depth and breadth of full Cyber Security assessments and
other offerings help organizations to rebuild strength and confidence as
consumers, employees and investors.

Our goal is to make
you even more successful

Several steps at a time to make you feel more confident and secure than ever, because
UnderDefense can afford that.
UnderDefense has earned rich and successful history based on trust. We have developed
extensive expertise in cyber security and our staff of security professionals with more than
18 years of hands-on experience continuously and productively helping government and
corporate customers safeguard their network and application
infrastructure.

We don’t just do - we think, innovate, creating new
security capabilities to combat tomorrow’s security
threats today
Our experienced professionals hold numerous world-wide recognizable cyber security
certifications like: Offensive Security Certified Professional, Certified Ethical Hacker, AWS
Certified Security, Microsoft Certified Professional in Security and Identity (MSP, MSTC), HP
Fortify Security Specialist, Cisco Security Specialist (CCNA,CCNP).
We provide our Fortune 1000 clients annually with the proven expertise and real-world
implementation experience required to protect against today’s leading threats like ransomware, data breaches, employees stealing, advanced persistent threat.
We have evolved and grown with the industry, all while carrying forward our proud heritage
of cyber security excellence and today, UnderDefense is well-known and respected for our
innovation and for putting our clients first by valuing them and actively using famous ABH
(always be helpful) rule adding our four most important does:

Advise

Consult

Help

Solve

UnderDefense’s
comprehensive Cyber Security
Full Package includes services such as:

Program Assessment & Development
Services:
- Cyber Security Maturity Assessment
- Security Program Development
- Security Risk Assessment

Penetration Testing Services
Security Monitoring Services:
- 24x7 Security Operations Center
- Vulnerability Management
- Co-Managed and fully-managed SIEM
- Endpoint Security Monitoring
- Threat hunting
- Web Application Defense

Incident Detection & Response
Services
Compliance Solutions

Program Assessment &
Development Services
Avoid a security program with the lacks of strategic
direction that decreases the effectiveness of security
investments with UnderDefense Program Assessment
& Development Services.
Cyber Security Maturity Assessment is our operational security evaluation that we use to provide
you with an understanding of your current security
posture and offer tactical and strategic direction to
further develop and strengthen security program of
yours.
UnderDefense focuses on specific controls that
protect critical assets, infrastructure and information. Security Program Development of UnderDefense assists in the development of specific facets of
your security program and is designed to help you
understand, manage, and monitor success.
UnderDefense provides recommendations on the
people, processes, and technology needed to
effectively run in-house security programs.
Security Risk Assessment allows UnderDefense to
objectively analyse the effectiveness of the current
security controls that protect an organization’s
assets and a determination of the probability of
losses to those assets. With the help of this assessment
UnderDefense reviews the organization’s threat
environment, asset values, system’s criticality,
expected losses, impact, and provides recommendations for additional controls to reduce security risk
to an acceptable level.

Penetration Testing Services
Having our UnderDefense offensive security team conduct a penetration test is a valuable

way to test your defenses and uncover security weaknesses from the perspective of
a motivated attacker. In these tests we replicate the latest techniques and attack vectors

used Penetration tests can also help meet compliance requirements and comply with best
practices. To take this service to the next level, UnderDefense can deliver recommendations
for defense and strategies for wireless, social engineering and boutique engagements that
demonstrate the security level of key systems and infrastructure.

Security Monitoring Services
Providing Superior & Monitored Security to your expanding network perimeter 24x7
UnderDefense helps to address the need of automated software led or human led cyber
surveillance systems.
We offer Security Monitoring Services, an around the clock, remote monitoring, remediation
and resolution service that puts the full capabilities and resources of the UnderDefense
Cyber Security at the service of our MSSP team.

Security Operations Center

Our 24/7 staffed Security Operations Centre
(SOC) addresses the full spectrum of cyber
risks through monitoring that includes
security devices and assess firewall breaches,
and premises intrusion attempts. They also
determine whether threats are spurious or
real, eliminating hunting activities and
enabling appropriate intervention only
when, and as, needed. UD is designing and
building a next gen of Incident Response to
provide remote monitoring, remediation,
and incident resolution at an “off premises”
location. The main thrust of these end to
end secure monitoring and intervention
resources is to help businesses identify and
intercept security events.

Co-Managed and fully managed SIEM

We are experts in SIEM technology and can
manage + administer your existing Security
Information & Event Management, build
use cases and content and provide 24x7
monitoring.

Threat hunting

Avoid false positives and identify true
threats in the vast sea of security logs and
alerts your organization generates. Our
continuous security monitoring services
feature security professionals who are
experts at finding the needle in the haystack
and delivering in-depth analysis of your
security activities.

Vulnerability Management

Eliminate the administration and maintenance burdens associated with vulnerabilities
by deploying a dedicated vulnerability
management team so you can better focus
on protecting your assets and reducing
real risk to your business.
Vulnerability Scanning
Web Application Security Testing
Compliance Monitoring
PCI Scanning
Vulnerability Threat Prioritization

Endpoint Security Monitoring

Reduce the time to detect and respond to
threats targeting your employees and endpoints. Our endpoint security services
combine advanced detection, forensics,
and 24x7 monitoring by our security
analysts for expanded endpoint protection.
Advanced Endpoint Threat Detection
Monitored Server Protection

Web Application Defense (WAF)

Web applications are a target for hackers
using attacks that bypass traditional
network and host-based security technologies.
UnderDefense helps organizations defend
their web applications, our Web Application
Firewall (WAF) service provides 24×7
real-time monitoring for Web application
firewalls.

Incident detection &
Response services
You can not rely on tools only. When your security team is sleeping at home hackers attack
and the tools might miss it. UnderDefense sees and stops modern attacks that traditional
IPS and Firewall miss because Incident Response require thinking. Response automation
and integrated validation delivered by UnderDefense shrinks resolution times keeping
your business, clients and employees secure and your systems up and running.
As a security professional, you’re charged with making attackers’ lives as miserable as possible.
While continuously reducing your attack surface is a surefire way to get them shaking their
fists, preventative measures are only intended to slow attackers down—if they want it
badly enough, they’ll find a way into your network. To really bring the pain, organizations
need to complement their preventative efforts with incident detection and response
capability that can find attackers once they’re in, give them a swift, hard boot, and make
sure they can’t make their way back.
Even when you already have been hacked we are here to help you with immediate incident
investigation, response not worse than CSI Miami.
From response through remediation and clean–up, you’ll have a single point of contact
who is ultimately responsible for coordinating, communicating, and reporting on every
aspect of incident response activity. Our incident response services include all aspects of
threat detection, documenting findings, and collaborating to devise appropriate
remediation activities.

Compliance Solutions
UnderDefense provides proactive management of all relevant compliance standards across
your organization.

PCI Compliance

Enterprise Compliance Solutions

UnderDefense PCI Compliance offering
includes multiple services such as Compliance Audits, Risk Assessments, Remediation Assistance and others. In light of the
rising threats across the Payment Industry, PCI compliance, governance and risk
management practices are imperative for
all organizations interacting with cardholder data. Our expertise includes the
assessment of PCI Data Security Standards (DSS) as well as the implementation
and remediation of PCI initiatives.

Our security consultants take a “security
first” approach to compliance to create a
more robust security and governance program for your organization enabling you
to meet the standards. UnderDefense
Enterprise Compliance management
requires an organization-wide approach
to protecting and enhancing business
initiatives by adopting a regulatory
risk-awareness culture.

Implementing Requirements & Solutions
Business leaders can trust that risk is managed adequately. Keep risk at acceptable levels by
implementing appropriate controls with UnderDefense. Leverage these tools to effectively
support business areas in their duty to comply with relevant laws, regulations and internal
procedures.

We at UnderDefense are dedicated to
supporting organizations around the
world in planning, building, managing,
and running successful security operations programs, meeting and maintaining
compliancy regulations and exceeding
organizations abilities to run their
businesses securely and confidently.
Our team of talented and professional
cyber security experts partner with
enterprise-class organizations to provide
a full package of Cyber Security services
and solutions including Security Assessments, Compliance Solutions, Product
Advisory Services, Threat and Vulnerability management, Incident Response
management, Network and Security
architecture and implementation, and
much more.
We don’t just do; we think, innovate,
and create new security capabilities to
combat tomorrow’s threats today.
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